**Undergraduate Courses**

ANTH-B 426  HUMAN OSTEOLOGY (3 CR)*  
31410  04:30P-05:45P  TR  CA 411  
*Students must meet with Judi Izuka-Campbell, MHHS Lead Advisor, prior to registering to arrange to have the course count towards their MHHS major/minor

ANTH-E 411  WEALTH EXCHANGE & POWER IN ANTH PERSPECTIVES (3 CR)*  
31414  03:00P-05:45P  W  CA 411  Dickerson-Putman J  
*Students must meet with Judi Izuka-Campbell, MHHS Lead Advisor, prior to registering to arrange to have the course count towards their MHHS major/minor

COMM-C 392  HEALTH COMMUNICATION (3 CR)  
26658  01:30P-02:45P  TR  ARR  Shin Y

ENG-W 390  TOPICS IN WRITING & LITERACY (3 CR)  
VT: HEALTH LITERACY  
25668  06:00P-08:40P  R  ARR  Connor U

HIST-H 364  HISTORY OF MEDICINE & PUBLIC HEALTH (3 CR)  
31344  06:00P-08:40P  W  CA 235  Schneider W

MHHS-M 301  PERSPECTIVES IN HEALTH/DISEASE/HEALING (3 CR)  
23491  09:00A-10:15A  MW  ARR  Beckman E  
COURSE CAN COUNT AS A JR/SR INTEGRATOR. AVAILABLE FOR HONORS CREDIT.  
31063  10:00A-12:40P  F  ARR  Beckman E  
AVAILABLE FOR HONORS CREDIT.

MHHS-M 420  THE CULTURE OF MENTAL ILLNESS (3 CR)  
31064  06:00P-08:40P  T  ARR  Beckman E

MHHS-M 495  IND PROJ/SEMINARS MEDICAL HUMANITIES/HEALTH STUDIES (3 CR)  
22282 PERM  ARR  ARR  Schneider W  
27143 PERM  ARR  ARR  Beckman E

NURS-S 474  APPLIED HEALTH CARE ETHICS (3 CR)  
22487 RSTR  01:00P-03:50P  T  NU 212  Hickman S  
22488 RSTR  01:00P-03:50P  R  NU 242  Wocial L

PBHL-H 354  HEALTH ECONOMICS (3 CR)  
25520  03:00P-04:15P  MW  ARR  Holmes A
REL-R 300  STUDIES IN RELIGION (3 CR)
VT: RELIGION AND HEALING
31071  09:00A-10:15A  MW    ARR    Hayes K

SOC-R 321  WOMEN AND HEALTH (3 CR)
22769  04:30P-05:45P  TR    ARR    Krieger J
CLASS MEETS AT THE GREENWOOD CENTER, IN THE INDIANA
AMERICAN OFFICE BLDG, 555 E. COUNTY LINE RD., GREENWOOD, IN.

SOC-R 327  SOCIOLOGY OF DEATH & DYING (3 CR)
23684  09:00A-11:40A  F    ARR    Pike L

SOC-R 381  SOCIAL FACTORS IN HEALTH & ILLNESS (3 CR)
24382  10:30A-11:45A  MW    ARR    Gronfein W

SOC-R 385  AIDS AND SOCIETY (3 CR)
25783  06:00P-08:40P  R    ARR    Foote C
THE SERVICE LEARNING PORTION OF THIS CLASS, STUDENTS ENGAGE
IN AN ORGANIZED COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITY.

SOC-R 415  SOCIOLOGY OF DISABILITY (3 CR)
31241  ARR    ARR    WB WEB    Gardner C
Graduate Courses

COMM-C 592  ADVANCED HEALTH COMMUNICATION (3 CR)
            31208          06:00P-08:40P   M   ARR   Bute J

ECON-E 515  INSTITUTIONAL SETTING-HEALTH ECONOMICS IN U.S. (1.5 CR)
            25420          01:30P-02:45P   R   ARR   Royalty A

ECON-E 643  HEALTH ECONOMICS I (3 CR)
            25816          10:30A-11:45A   TR  ARR   Morrison G, Gupta S

ECON-E 744  SEMINAR IN HEALTH ECONOMICS (3 CR)
            27236 PERM     11:30A-01:00P   F   ARR   Royalty A

HIST-H 546  HISTORY OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE & TECHNOLOGY (3 CR)
            31343          06:00P-08:40P   W   CA 235   Schneider W

MHHS-M 504  INTRO TO RESEARCH ETHICS (2-3 CR)
            22284          03:00P-04:40P   T   ARR   De Cordon K

PHIL-P 547  FOUNDATIONS OF BIOETHICS (3 CR)
            26647          09:00A-11:40A   F   ARR   Schwartz P

PHIL-P 548  CLINICAL ETHICS PRACTICUM (3 CR)
            26194 PERM     ARR   ARR   ARR   Eberl J

PHIL-P 555  ETHICAL & POLICY ISSUES INTL RESEARCH (3 CR)
            31322          12:30P-03:10P   F   HS 3139   Meslin E
            THIS COURSE MEETS AT THE CENTER FOR BIOETHICS IN HTE HEALTH
            INFORMATION AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE BLDG., 410 WEST 10TH
            STREET.

SOC-S 526  THE SOCIOLOGY OF HUMAN SEXUALITY (3 CR)
            31248 PERM     06:00P-08:40P   M   ARR   Hensel D

SOC-S 560  TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY (3 CR)
            VT: DISABILITY
                     26507   ARR   ARR   WB WEB   Gardner C